RoadBotics empowers governments and
communities to make objective, data-driven
decisions about their road networks.
We automate image mapping and road assessments,
generating interactive maps, unbiased ratings, and practical
tools to save time and taxpayer dollars for hundreds of
communities across the country and around the world.
RoadBotics started with an advanced artificial intelligence
(AI) product that has enabled over 250 governments
worldwide to objectively manage their road networks. Since
then, RoadBotics has expanded into additional governmentfocused solutions to seamlessly integrate into the existing
AI technology to deliver world-class infrastructure asset
management.

GET IN TOUCH
Pittsburgh, PA

info@roadbotics.com

+1 412-345-3398

www.roadbotics.com

ROADWAY

ROADSENSE & ROADNAV APPS

VISUALIZE AND ANALYZE YOUR ENTIRE
ROAD NETWORK ON OUR INTERACTIVE
ONLINE PLATFORM

Turn your smartphone into an advanced data collection tool.

5-Level Rating System
with HD-PCI Option

Useful Pavement
Condition Data

Vivid Imagery with
Metadata

Customer
Experience Expert
at Your Service

Navigate Your Roads
Remotely

Custom Routes
RoadNav gives you explicit turn-by-turn directions for customized
routes to ensure complete coverage.
Data Collection
Mount your smartphone in the windshield and begin collecting
data with RoadSense.
Complete Image Inventory
Once you’ve collected your road data and completed the simple
upload process, you can immediately view all of the imagery with
GPS information and date/timestamps.
Unlock Value from Your Data
The data you collect can be used for RoadWay Basic, RoadWay
Maintenance, or RoadWay Plus subscriptions.

STANDARD PAVEMENT ASSESSMENT

INDIVIDUAL DISTRESS IDENTIFICATION

RoadBotics’ clear and actionable road ratings give you the ability
to make data-driven decisions about your road network.

Use the power of artificial intelligence to identify every pothole,
crack, and patch in your road network, streamlining your road
maintenance and repair planning process.

Easy Integrations
Import RoadBotics data into the leading pavement and asset
management platforms. Whatever your current process, we will
work with you to integrate our road rating data.

What Our Technology
Automatically Detects:
•
•
•
•
•
•

5-Level Rating System
Take advantage of our highly objective and advanced AI, which
generates a 1-5 color-coded rating for each point and segment in
your road network.
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Multiple Views of Your Data
Using the 5-level rating system, you can customize the views
and insights needed to create preventative maintenance and
reconstruction plans.

Transverse & Longitudinal Cracking
Patches & Sealant
Surface Deterioration
Potholes
Pavement Distortions
Fatigue Cracking

Make Data-Driven Pavement Management Decisions
Use actionable information to formulate work orders, assign work
crews, and design a maintenance schedule for your road network.

Superior Scoring with HD-PCI
Our proprietary pavement index far exceeds the objectivity and
granularity of traditional pavement indices by scoring the entire
roadway from intersection to intersection rather than scoring
just a few hundred feet to represent miles of road.
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SUBSCRIPTION OPTIONS
ROADWAY MAINTENANCE
Seasonal pothole and cracking layers,
without ratings or analysis

After self-collection and processing:
Pothole detection and layer or
fatigue, transverse, and longitudinal
crack detection
Point-level images including
metadata
Use of Toolbox, Virtual Driver, and
Embedded Maps features
Ongoing platform maintenance and
updates, secure cloud storage with
routine server maintenance and
unlimited bandwidth
Data Integration
Dedicated Customer Experience
Expert

Subscriptions include an annual fee plus centerline mile charge

ROADWAY BASIC

ROADWAY PLUS

Standard assessment with RoadBotics
ratings, with some tools and features

Comprehensive assessment with distress identification
and HD-PCI, all tools and reporting features.

Color-coded pavement condition
ratings from 1-5 assigned to points,
segments, and the entire network

Color-coded pavement condition ratings from
1-5 assigned to points, segments, and the
entire network

Results displayed with point-level
images including metadata and full
use of Toolbox, Virtual Driver, and
Embedded Maps features

Segment and network HD-PCI ratings

Results also available via the road
report analysis and exportable
report data

Results displayed with point-level images
including metadata and full use of Toolbox,
Virtual Driver, and Embedded Maps features

Ongoing platform maintenance and
updates, secure cloud storage with
routine server maintenance and
unlimited bandwidth

Results also available via the road report
analysis, individual distress analysis, and
exportable report data

Data Integration
Dedicated Customer Experience
Expert

Individual Distress Identification, distress
filtering, and segment distress statistics

Ongoing platform maintenance and updates,
secure cloud storage with routine server
maintenance and unlimited bandwidth
Data Integration
Dedicated Customer Experience Expert

DATA INTEGRATIONS

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

If you already use an existing asset management platform, RoadBotics
will work with you to provide our geospatial data in a shapefile that can
be easily integrated into most GIS-enabled platforms. This data is key to
filling the void of pavement condition data and can simplify the pavement
management planning process.

Machine learning is an application of artificial intelligence that allows
computers to identify patterns in data, make predictions based on
those patterns, and build models that explain the world. RoadBotics
applies it to pavement assessments, so we can analyze roads, road
features, and surface distresses. The more roads our algorithms
review, the more they refine and increase their accuracy and precision.

Our successful integrations include:
Esri ArcGIS
Mapping and location-based analytics platform
created by Esri
CSDatum
Web-based mapping application developed by
CS Davidson
ManageMyRoads
Esri-based asset management software from
RoadBotics’ Enterprise Partner BETA Group, Inc.
TRAISR
Web-based GIS platform that allows users to
manage any type of asset from RoadBotics’
Enterprise Partner McMahon Associates, Inc.
Don’t see your existing platform management program on this list? Our
team is ready to discuss custom integration options with you.

RoadBotics artificial intelligence, through its machine learning
process, scans high-resolution image data on a pixel-by-pixel basis
to recognize road distresses a trained engineer would look for
when conducting a visual survey. After identifying those distresses,
a 1-5 condition rating and/or 0-100 HD-PCI rating is automatically
generated to score the quality of each 10-foot section of road.
The benefits of using RoadBotics artificial intelligence to assess your
road network include more objective data, accurate ratings, and faster
analysis.
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WELCOME TO ROADWAY!
Once your road network image data
has been collected and assessed,
you’ll receive access to RoadWay, our
interactive online platform.
RoadWay can visually communicate
the condition of your roads, help you
efficiently prioritize maintenance, and
allow for virtual inspection of your
roads at any time from your desktop.

1

ROAD REPORT

Get a quick look at your overall network
score (RoadBotics rating and HD-PCI score),
the number of centerline miles that have
been assessed, and how many potholes are
in your entire network, plus you can click to a
more comprehensive Road Report Analysis.

2

ADDRESS SEARCH

You can see the rating information about
any address in your road network by typing
it into the search bar.

3

SEGMENT & POINT RATING LAYER

Each point is equal to 10 feet of road, and many
points in a row create a segment. Dark green points
and segments are rated 1 and considered in the best
condition. Red represents those in the worst condition.
Select which rating level(s) of points and segments
you’d like to view, including those that are not paved.

4

POTHOLES LAYER

Because potholes are the most detrimental distresses
to a road network, they are indicated with their own
marker and viewed on their own layer.

5

MAP TOOLS

RoadWay Tools enhance your data by giving
you the ability to take screenshots, calculate
area or distance, and view your network in
different ways, including dark or light, satellite,
and topographic views.

6

HD-PCI RATINGS

High-definition pavement condition index
ratings appear for each segment of your
network, using the traditional 0-100 PCI scale

7

INDIVIDUAL POINT RATING

Each individual point’s numerical and color-coded
rating appears at the top of every point image.

9 INDIVIDUAL DISTRESSES
Based off ASTM standards, the Individual
Distress mode identifies all visible
distresses in every 10 feet of road.

8 POINT IMAGERY
High-resolution images of every 10 feet of road
can be seen by clicking any point on the map, and
can be zoomed into by clicking the gray Magnifying
Glass box in the upper left of the image. You can
also view the Previous or Next point on your map,
or press Play to virtually drive the road and view
the images in motion.

10 POINT INFORMATION
At the bottom of each point image, you’ll
find the street address, date, and time the
image was taken, its global positioning
system (GPS) coordinates, and the
direction the camera was facing.

